
Vocabulary List for 
“ Visual Art: Going to a Gallery ”

1 exhaust 疲れ果てさ
せる

英英 drain (someone) of their physical or mental resources; tire out

例文 Going through a lot of artworks is a ton of fun, but it is exhausting as well.

2 deplete 減らす 
使い果たす

英英 use up the supply or resources of

例文 What I want is not another picture that will deplete my energy but a cup of coffee to wake me up.

3 assume ～と思う 
前提とする

英英 suppose to be the case, without proof

例文 We often assume that we have to give a closer look at every single painting.

4 appreciate 鑑賞する 
味わう

英英 recognize the full worth of

例文 Then why are we supposed to appreciate all the paintings on the wall?

5 suggest 提案する 
勧める

英英 put forward for consideration

例文 I’d like to suggest a different approach.

6 exceptional 並外れた 
例外的な

英英 unusual; not typical / unusually good; outstanding

例文 There must be some works that somehow exceptionally attract you.

7 require 必要とする 
要求する

英英 need for a particular purpose

例文 This requires a very astute observation

8 astute 機敏な 
鋭い

英英 having or showing an ability to accurately assess situations or people and turn this to one's advantage

例文 This requires a very astute observation

9 interpretation 解釈
英英 the action of explaining the meaning of something

例文 You may wonder if your interpretations of the work is right or not.

10 standardized 
test 標準試験

英英 a test that is administered and scored in a consistent, or standard manner, often used as an entrance exam

例文 But unlike standardized tests, there is no clear answer. 

11 vary 異なる 
変わる

英英 differ in size, amount, degree, or nature from something else of the same general class

例文 Looking at the exact same piece of art, how we feel varies from person to person.

12 intention 意図、意志
英英 a thing intended; an aim or plan

例文 You may also want to know the true intention of the artist himself or herself.

13 fault 責任 
咎

英英 responsibility for an accident or misfortune

例文 If the artist has his intention and you don’t get it, it is partly his fault.

14 guilt 罪悪感 
後ろめたさ

英英 a feeling of having done wrong or failed in an obligation

例文 Why do we have to feel guilt about it?

15 tire 飽きる 
疲れる

英英 lose interest in; become bored with

例文 It’s been 30 years and I never tire of looking at her.

16 obsesse 虜にする
英英 preoccupy or fill the mind of (someone) continually, intrusively, and to a troubling extent

例文 What made me obsessed with this picture is the conflicted look on her face.

17 conflicted 葛藤のある
英英 having or showing confused and mutually inconsistent feelings

例文 What made me obsessed with this picture is the conflicted look on her face.

18 second thought 考え直し
英英 a change of opinion or resolve reached after considering something again

例文 I have second thoughts every time I come back to her.

19 portrait 肖像画
英英 a painting, drawing, photograph, or engraving of a person, especially one depicting only the face

例文 Always before I'd thought of it as a portrait of a girl.

20 reflect 反射する 
反映する

英英 show an image of / embody or represent (something) in a faithful or appropriate way

例文 The expression on her face is actually reflecting how she feels about him.

21 complicated 複雑な
英英 consisting of many interconnecting parts or elements

例文 They could be a father and a daughter, lovers, or possibly more complicated and intimate relationship.
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22 intimate 親密な
英英 closely acquainted; familiar, close

例文 They could be a father and a daughter, lovers, or possibly more complicated and intimate relationship.

23 attentive 注意深い 
慎重な

英英 paying close attention to something

例文 And many of you, I assume, don’t really look attentively at the picture.

24 classify 分類する
英英 arrange something or somebody in classes or categories according to shared qualities or characteristics

例文 When we classify an object as something you have already known, we never give it a closer look anymore.

25 identify 特定する 
同定する

英英 recognize or distinguish (especially something considered worthy of attention)

例文 we identify an object in a painting as a tree, and we usually do not look further into it.

26 cognitive 認知に関す
る

英英 relating to cognition

例文 Classification is a natural function of our brain to reduce the cognitive load.

27 load 負担 
負荷

英英 the amount of work to be done by a person or machine

例文 Classification is a natural function of our brain to reduce the cognitive load.

28 gaze 見つめる 
注視する

英英 look steadily and intently, especially in admiration, surprise, or thought

例文 If you gaze at everything in your sight, you will soon be mentally depleted.

29 discoloration 変色 
色あせ

英英 the process of becoming discolored, or the state of being discolored

例文 In fact, the dark tone of the painting is due to discoloration with time.

30 prevail 流布する 
広まる

英英 be widespread in a particular area at a particular time

例文 Someone called it “The Night Watch,” and it prevailed.

31 permanent 永久の
英英 lasting or intended to last or remain unchanged indefinitely

例文 It is permanently exhibited at The Museum of Modern Art or MoMA in New York City.

32 exhibit 展示する 
陳列する

英英 publicly display (a work of art or item of interest) in an art gallery or museum

例文 It is permanently exhibited at The Museum of Modern Art or MoMA in New York City.

33 depict 表現する 
描写する

英英 show or represent by a drawing, painting, or other art form

例文 It depicts the view from the east-facing window of his hospital room.

34 captivate 魅了する 
心を奪う

英英 attract and hold the interest and attention of

例文 What makes it so captivating?

35 foster 育む
英英 encourage or promote the development of (something, typically something regarded as good)

例文 Arts foster scientific success.

36 accomplish 成し遂げる
英英 achieve or complete successfully

例文 The most accomplished scientists are 2.8 times more likely than average to have an artistic hobby.

37 correlation 相関関係 
相互関係

英英 a mutual relationship or connection between two or more things

例文 There must be some correlation between intellectual achievements and artistic excellence.

38 excellence 優秀さ 
卓越性

英英 the quality of being outstanding or extremely good

例文 There must be some correlation between intellectual achievements and artistic excellence.

39 the cosmos 宇宙
英英 the universe seen as a well-ordered whole

例文 What is common to scientists and artists is their curiosity about the cosmos.

40 perseverance 我慢強さ 
不屈

英英 persistence in doing something despite difficulty or delay in achieving success

例文 What is common to scientists and artists is their perseverance to describe their view of the world.

41 struggle もがく 
奮闘する

英英 strive to achieve or attain something in the face of difficulty or resistance

例文 Van Gogh wrote to his sister that he struggled with the night sky.

42 describe 描写する 
説明する

英英 give an account in words of (someone or something) / mark out or draw

例文 “The Starry Night” is a challenge to describe the world in a way that nobody ever could.
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